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Introduction
Software architecture plays an important role in managing the complex interactions and dependencies among stakeholders, and acts as a central artifact for the communication in the whole software life cycle [5] . Existing notational and documental approaches [10] to software architecture primarily focus on the outcome of architecting process and fail to capture the design decisions that resulted in the architecture as well as the organizational, process and business rationale underlying design decisions, resulting in high maintenance cost, design erosions and evolutionary risks [6] . The software engineering community, both in industry and academia, is therefore gradually acknowledging capturing and codifying explicit architectural knowledge (AK) as a particularly critical task [21] [2] [3] .
AK is generally defined as the integrated representation of the software architecture of a software-intensive system (or a family of systems), the architectural design decisions, and the external context/environment [2] . However, since the focus on AK is relatively new, there is no commonly accepted definition of what AK entails [22] , and different AK practitioners may address AK in different perspectives, including generalized, organizational, view-based, domainspecific and project-specific AK etc. Currently, various specific AK domain models have been proposed by industrial organizations (e.g. Knowledge Architect (KA) [17] AK model from LOFAR 1 project) and AK domain experts (e.g. Kruchten's ontology [20] , Tyree's template [27] , AREL [26] , PAKME [1] , ADDSS [9] and Archium [18] AK models).
With the increasing trend of distributed software development, e.g. Global Software Development (GSD) and outsourcing development, sharing and reusing AK across organizations becomes a critical factor for project success [16] . Sharing AK is unavoidable for the effective communication between distributed teams who are responsible for different software development activities, e.g. requirement analysis, architecture design, and detailed design, etc. It is also an important part of all architecting activities like modifying past design decisions, or performing architecture reviews and trading off quality attribute requirements.
The problem of bridging the gaps between the different AK models adopted by various organizations need to be solved in order to achieve effective AK sharing [22] . Two distinct approaches can be employed: a direct map-ping or an indirect mapping approach. Suppose that n AK repositories based on n different AK models are involved in AK sharing. With a direct mapping approach, all AK models are directly mapped onto each other, while with an indirect mapping approach, all models are mapped onto one central model, and the central model acts as a mediator between different models. The indirect mapping approach has proved to be more cost-effective when the number n increases, while still achieving an acceptable sharing quality level [24] .
However, when indirect mapping approach is adopted, the question becomes what a high quality central model is for AK sharing and how to get it? The former question is addressed in this paper by the introduction of semantic distance concept between AK models to quantify the AK sharing quality using certain central model. For the latter question, we prefer to have a bottom-up approach to get the optimal central model based on various existing AK models. The arguments for a bottom-up approach and three ways to get the high quality central model are described in section 3.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, related work on AK sharing based on conceptual models is reviewed and discussed. The problem statement of our research is specified in section 3. In section 4, the concept of semantic distance between AK models in the context of knowledge sharing is introduced with a quantified definition. The calculation rules for predicting the metrics of semantic distance are presented in section 5. A concrete case study including five AK models is presented in section 6. The result of this case study is discussed and analyzed in section 7. The paper concludes with future work in section 8.
Related Work
Many practitioners and researchers from the knowledge engineering area argue that ontology is a key technology for knowledge representation, management, reasoning and also sharing activities [25] . An ontology can be in various formats varying from categories to formalized concept specifications, including domain models. Due to the existence of multiple ontologies in certain domains (e.g. AK), reconciliation of heterogenous ontologies is a general request to realize a knowledge sharing vision. However, it has been admitted that an integrated ontology complying with all heterogenous ontologies is hard to maintain and evolve due to the complexity, and is sometimes even impossible when concepts conflict with each other [28] . In another way, ontology mapping provides a common layer from which different ontologies could be accessed and therefore could enable knowledge sharing in semantically sound manners [19] . Ehrig and Euzenat have researched on the quality evaluation of the ontology mapping results by introducing two criteria: the precision and recall rate [14] [13] [15] , which originate from the Information Retrieval (IR) theory [11] . However, their work focuses on the quality evaluation of the mappings between ontologies in the conceptual level without considering the effect to the knowledge instance level. To the best of our knowledge, there is no research work on predicting the mapping/sharing quality of knowledge instances.
De Boer et al. investigated the issues of AK sharing using an indirect mapping approach, and claim that a newlyconstructed AK core model (i.e. central model) can cover all the concepts coming from a series of AK models by concept similarity analysis [12] . The central model acts as a mediator for domain model mapping between different AK models. Their work primarily focuses on providing a conceptual base for AK sharing through conceptual mapping. However, the issue about the quality of this central model with respect to AK sharing has not been addressed.
Problem Statement
Recent work on getting central model for AK sharing takes a top-down approach. Firstly, AK domain experts proposes a candidate central model, and then evaluate/refine/justify this candidate central model through concept analysis, which is unqualified in two aspects: (1) there are no general criteria for the evaluation of the candidate central model; (2) the central model proposed by domain experts could be biased due to the personal interest, background and partial understanding on various AK models.
We addressed part of issue (1) by reasoning about the AK sharing quality and cost using both direct and indirect mapping approaches in [24] . In order to avoid the cumbersome mapping work in the AK instance level, a prediction model for the sharing quality and cost was proposed based on the mapping relationships in the model level with assumptions. Validation results show that an indirect mapping approach is more cost-effective than a direct mapping approach by sacrificing acceptable sharing quality when the number of AK models involved increases.
The remaining problems are: there is no comparison in sharing quality between the employed central model [12] and other candidate central models (still issue 1), and the assumptions for the prediction model is too optimistic to be real in practice (more specific issue inside issue 1).
To address issue (2), we take a bottom-up approach: getting the optimal central model based on existing AK models. There are three ways to get the central model for AK sharing: (i) Select a central model from the AK domain models involved with AK sharing; (ii) Select a central model from other existing general AK models; (iii) Construct iteratively a new central model.
All these selection and construction ways need a general criterion to evaluate the sharing quality of the se-lected/constructed central models (issue 1). We introduce the concept of semantic distance between AK models to tackle this issue.
Semantic Distance Definition
To address the quality of candidate central models, a general criterion with quantified metrics should be defined. We propose that the concept of semantic distance, originated from computational linguistics (e.g. Natural Language Processing) techniques [8] , is applicable in the current problem context. A general introduction on semantic distance in computational linguistics is presented in section 4.1, followed by a detailed definition of semantic distance in the AK domain in section 4.2.
Semantic Distance in Computational Linguistics
In computational linguistics, the concept of semantic relatedness involves two lexemes in a lexical resource. Its inverse is the semantic distance, which formalizes and quantifies the intuitive notion of similarity and dissimilarity between two lexically expressed concepts. Budanitsky presented an extensive survey and classification of measures of semantic distance in [7] . A domain model is composed of lexical concepts and the relationships between them. Thus the similarity and dissimilarity between models can be represented by the aggregation of the similarity and dissimilarity between their compositional concepts, i.e. the semantic distance between concepts (see Fig 1) . Similarly to this idea, we try to define the semantic distance in the AK domain as the quantification of similarity and dissimilarity between AK models aimed at AK sharing.
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Semantic Distance Figure 1 . Semantic distance between models as the aggregation of semantic distance between concepts.
Semantic Distance in AK domain
The concept mapping between AK models provide the conceptual base for AK sharing. The semantic distance between two models depends on two parts as mentioned as follows:
equivalentClass, superClassOf, and partOf etc. The semantic distance between two concepts can be different with different mapping relationships. e.g. the semantic distance between two concepts with an equivalentClass mapping relationship is shorter (more similar) than those with superClassOf mapping relationship.
2. Model coverage difference: due to the unavoidable heterogeneity between different models, the model mapping can not enforce that all the concepts can find their counterparts in other models i.e. the noMatchingPair mapping relationship, which increases the semantic distance (more dissimilar) between models.
Quantified Metrics
The AK sharing activity can be viewed as an information retrieval task [24] and the sharing quality can be quantified in terms of precision, recall, and the F-measure [4] : the metrics for quantifying information retrieval quality. As aforementioned, the semantic distance in the AK domain is concerned with two parts: model coverage difference due to the noMatchingPair mapping relationship, and the semantic difference in concept mapping due to other mapping relationships. Both of them can be uniformly measured by the precision and recall rate. The following instance classification scenarios are used to retrieve the data set for the calculation of precision and recall.
An AK repository is composed of AK instances belonging to certain concept types represented in the corresponding AK model. Fig 2 illustrates AK sharing from the perspective of instance classification based on concept mappings. The two bigger circles x and y represent two concepts in different AK models, the small dots inside each concept circle represent the AK instances belonging to them, and the directed arrow between the small dots are instance classifications. If concept x (e.g. Human 2 ) is superClassOf y (e.g. Man), three instance classification scenarios may exist:
• an instance of concept x is classified correctly as an instance of concept y, e.g. instance a (John is a Human and he is also a Man);
• an instance of concept x is classified as instance of concept y, but it is not correct mapping, e.g. instance b (Tom is a Human, but he is not a Man, he is a Boy).
This instance classification is possible in practice by an instance classifier since concept Man and Boy are similar;
• an instance of concept x can not be classified as an instance of concept y, e.g. instance c (Mary is a Human but she is not a Man, she is a Woman). Based on the instance classification scenarios, three instance sets can be retrieved (see Fig 2) originating from the IR theory for the calculation of precision and recall:
• |x|: all instances to be classified in concept x regardless whether they are classifiable or not, e.g. a, b, c∈|x|. Relevant data in IR theory;
• |y|: all instances classified to concept y regardless whether they are correctly classified or not, e.g. d, e∈|y|. Retrieved data in IR theory;
• CCI x→y : all correctly classified instances from concept x to y, e.g. d∈CCI x→y . Relevant retrieved data in IR theory.
Then the precision (P ) and recall (R) rate based on concept mapping from x to y (x→y) can be defined as follows:
As proposed in section 4.1, the precision (M P ) and recall (M R) rate of the model mapping from S to T can be calculated based on the aggregation of precision and recall for the individual concept mappings. Some symbols for the calculation of M P and M R are defined: x i denotes a concept of model S, y i denotes a set of concepts of model T due to multiple mapping relationships from x i to y i , W xi denotes the weight of concept x i in model S (i.e. the percentage of amount of instances in concept x i denoted by |x i | in relation to the whole amount of instances in model S denoted by |S|), and N oC(S) is a function to get the number of concepts in model S. The formulas for the calculation of M P and M R are defined as follows:
F-measure (F ), the combination of precision and recall in IR theory, and its inverse semantic distance (SD) are defined as follows:
We explain the meaning of these formula results
• P x→y is the percentage of correctly classified instances in concept x to all the classified instances in concept y, and R x→y is the percentage of correctly classified instances in concept x to all the instances of concept x;
• M P S→T is the percentage of correctly classified instances in model S to all the classified instances in model T , and M R S→T is the percentage of correctly classified instances in model S to all the instances of model S;
• F S→T is a combined criterion to quantify the sharing performance: the greater the F value is, the more similar the two models are, and vice versa;
• SD S→T is the multiplicative inverse of F , the greater the SD value is, the more dissimilar the two models are, which matches the notion of semantic distance in computational linguistics.
Calculation Rules of Precision and Recall
In practice, a domain expert can do the instance classification by following the mapping relationships defined in the concept level, and then calculate the precision and recall for each concept mapping relationship x i →y i using formulas 1 and 2. In order to avoid the cumbersome instance classification work in the AK instance level, the precision and recall can be predicted based on certain prediction model. In our previous work [24] , three prediction models for the calculation of precision and recall were proposed based on the mapping relationships in the conceptual level, and different assumptions were assigned to these prediction models. The SMQPM (simple mapping quality prediction model) was adopted in [24] to predict AK sharing quality and cost. The disadvantage of SMQPM is that it is too optimistic to be real in practice. In this paper, we adopt the prediction model which is more advanced and practical, the RMQPM (random mapping quality prediction model). The assumptions of the three prediction models, including SMQPM, RMQPM and AMQPM (advanced mapping quality prediction model), are specified below.
Assumptions of Prediction Models
By assigning more practical assumptions, we can come up with a more realistic prediction model, whose prediction of precision and recall results are closer to the real value. Two assumptions are considered: (1) Even distribution of instances (EDI), refers to the assumption that the AK instances are evenly distributed over AK concepts, and (2) Instance classifier (INC), refers to what kind of instance classifier is employed, an intelligent classifier classifies the instances always into the correct concepts, while a random classifier classifies the instances into possible concepts randomly. The three mapping quality prediction models with their assumptions are presented in Table 1 and are compared with the associated assumptions of a real case. Of these three prediction models, the SMQPM has the most optimistic assumptions: the instance classifier always perfectly classify instances into the correct concepts. The RMQPM has the most pessimistic assumptions (but more realistic than SMQPM) in which the instance classifier classifies the instances to possible concepts randomly. The AMQPM has the most realistic assumptions compared with those for SMQPM and RMQPM. In this paper, the RMQPM is adopted for predicting the mapping quality.
With the RMQPM assumption of even distribution of instances (i.e. W xi = 1/N oC(S)), the formulas 4 and 5 can be deducted to the following formulas:
Calculation Rules
As mentioned in section 4.2, various concept mapping relationships can be defined between AK models. After a detailed analysis of a series of AK models and concept mappings between them [23] , four frequently used concept mapping relationships are selected for effective AK sharing:
• equivalentClass, denotes two concepts to be the same;
• superClassOf, denotes one concept to be a generalization of another;
• subClassOf, denotes one concept to be a specialization of another;
• noMatchingPair, denotes that a concept can not find its counterpart in another model.
The calculation rules of RMQPM for the precision (P ) and recall (R) are based on above concept mapping relationships. In these rules, the amount of instances belonging to each concept is defined as a constant C, which is feasible due to the assumption of even distribution of instances.
equivalentClass
If concept x is the equivalentClass of y, then all the instances of concept x are also the instances of y (see Fig 3) . The precision (P ) and recall (R) can therefore be calculated as: 
superClassOf
The superClassOf mapping relationship from concept x to y is more complex. Since one concept x can have multiple superClassOf mapping relationships with y. In such a situation, two instance classification approaches can be employed for the random instance classification: a replicating or a splitting approach. RMQPM assumes a random classifier, thus this classifier is unable to recognize the correct concept from multiple candidate concepts (multiple y plus a dummy concept representing the concept not covered by y) for an instance. The classifier either classifies all the instances of x to all candidate concepts by replicating the instances of x, or classifies part of the instances of x to all candidate concepts by evenly splitting the instances of x. Both the replicating and splitting approaches have their specific advantages and disadvantages with respect to the mapping quality. The replicating approach achieves a higher recall since more instances are classified, while the splitting approach achieves a higher precision since less incorrect instances are classified. The precision (P ) and recall (R) with superClassOf relationship using replicating or splitting can be calculated as follows (N oS(x) is a function to get the number of subclass concepts of x):
• Replicating Approach
An example of an instance classification with two subclass concepts (y 1 and y 2 ) to x using replicating is presented in Fig 4. The 1/3×C inside the concept box denotes the amount of correctly classified instances (CCI x→y ), and the C outside concept box denotes the amount of classified instances (|y|). Note that classified instances to dummy concept are not considered in the calculation due to its irrelevance to any y concepts.
• Splitting Approach An instance classification example with two subclass concepts (y 1 and y 2 ) to x using splitting is shown in Fig 5. When calculating the semantic distance of a concept mapping with the superClassOf relationship, the calculation results based on the two approaches are combined to get an average value.
subClassOf
Let concept x be the subClassOf y, then all the instances of concept x are also the instances of y (see Fig 6) . The precision (P ) and recall (R) can be calculated as: 
noMatchingPair
If concept x has noMatchingPair in the other model, then all the instances of concept x cannot be mapped (see Design strengths and weaknesses subClassOf Fig 7) . The precision (P ) is not taken into account since there is no instance been classified (|y| = 0), and recall (R) can be calculated as: 
Case Study: Five AK models
In this section, the calculation rules defined in section 5 are applied in a concrete case study including five AK models. The input is the concept mapping relationships between these five AK models, and the output is the semantic distance between them. An optimal central model with a high quality will be selected in the end among these five models. Note that the semantic distance as a general criterion for the quantification of sharing quality can also be applied in other ways to get a central model as stated in section 3: one can select a central model from other existing general AK models, or construct a new central model. There options will be further investigated in our future work.
Five AK models
For the purpose of future validation in the AK instance level, the five AK models selected are all supported by AK management tools. AREL (Architecture Rationale and Element Linkage) [26] is a tool to capture architecture decisions and design rationale which focus on traceability between requirements, design and design rationale. Archium [18] tool integrates a requirement, decision, architecture, and implementation model and aims at fine-grained traceability between them. ADDSS (Architecture Design Decision Support System) [9] is a web-based tool for storing, managing, and documenting architectural decisions, which is the core concept in ADDSS AK model. PAKME (Process-based Architecture Knowledge Management Environment) [1] is a prototype web-based system to provide knowledge management support for improving architecting activities, with a special AK interest on collaborative features, e.g. contact management, project management, online collaboration tools etc. KA (Knowledge Architect) [17] is a tool suite for capturing, managing, and sharing architectural knowledge, and emphasizes on providing generic AK management function.
Concept mappings between models
The number of concepts mapping pairs is O(n 2 ×m) where n is the number of AK models, and m is the average number of concepts per AK model. Due to space limitations, only a partial part of the concept mappings from Archium [18] to AREL [26] are shown in Table 2 .
Calculation Result
With the mapping relationships between all five models, the semantic distance and average semantic distance results can be calculated, as shown in Table 3 . Each value in cell represents the semantic distance from the model in the first column to the model in the first row, e.g. 2.5136 is the semantic distance based on the model mapping from AREL to Archium, and 2.8398 is the semantic distance based on the model mapping from AREL to ADDSS. The implication of these two values is that a better sharing quality can be achieved when sharing AREL AK using the Archium model than using the ADDSS model. Among the five models, AREL achieves the shortest average semantic distance: 1.6382, which implies that the best sharing quality can be achieved when sharing AK based on other models using the AREL model. Consequently AREL is the optimal central model for sharing AK in high quality among the five models using an indirect mapping approach. 
Discussions and Analysis
In this section, the implications between the semantic distance calculation result and AK model comparison analysis is discussed and analyzed to justify the concept of semantic distance in AK sharing.
• Mapping from Archium to AREL achieves the shortest semantic distance (1.2747), compared to those from Archium to other models. The reason as found in the model comparison analysis is that: both Archium (concepts e.g. Component Entity, Delta, Port, Interface, Connector, Abstract connector) and AREL (concepts e.g. Design outcome, Application model, Technology model, Data model) have an extensive architecture model, which is missing in KA, ADDSS, and PAKME.
• Mapping from KA to ADDSS achieves the longest semantic distance (3.9444) in the table. The reason as found in the model comparison analysis is that: The AK described by these two AK model are in different design levels. KA primarily focuses on the design decision on the quantitative aspect of AK (concepts e.g. Number, Value, System parameter, Analysis function) which is close to the detail design level, while ADDSS is mainly concerned with the design rationale on architecture views (concepts e.g. Architectural views, Traditional views, Decision views) which is close to the architecture design level.
• AREL achieves the shortest average semantic distance: 1.6382, and is therefore selected as the optimal central model with high quality among the five models. The reason as found in the model comparison analysis is the following: we try to look at the concept coverage of each AK model in a characteristic view which has broader scope than individual concept, and categorize all the AK concepts into a set of characteristics as shown in Table 4 , and the cell with (+) mark means that the AK model can support the AK of this characteristic (e.g. describing Patterns, Quality model, etc). The number attached with (+) mark denotes the number of characteristics in common with other models. Bottom row is the sum of number in common, which demonstrates the concept coverage of each AK model. The value of number in common is perfectly matched with the semantic distance calculation result in Table 3 : the shorter the semantic distance is, the more common parts the model has with other models.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we introduced the concept of semantic distance between AK models to tackle the issue of quantifying the AK sharing quality, in particular to select a high quality central model for an indirect mapping approach. The major contributions of this paper are the following: (1) Introduction and definition of the semantic distance between AK models in the context of AK sharing. The benefit is twofold: use the semantic distance to quantify the AK sharing quality, and act as a general criterion to quantify the similarity between AK models. (2) Introduction of quantified metrics (precision and recall) and the definition of calculation rules for the semantic distances with different concept mapping relationships.
We outline our future work in several points: (1) Validation of the prediction result against the AK instance level in the practical AK sharing scenarios; (2) Adoptation of more advanced and practical prediction model for the mapping quality prediction, i.e. AMQPM; (3) Inclusion of additional concept mapping relationships (e.g. partOf, compositionOf, disjointWith, etc.) besides the four mapping relationships used in this paper for the purpose of more comprehensive concept mapping and better sharing quality in the end; (4) Tool support, including concept mapping tool and semantic distance visualization tool, to assist the selection of high quality central model; (5) Application of semantic distance in another domain besides AK, e.g. requirement knowledge sharing.
